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kepware's opc tunneling solution uses a
client/server architecture for secure and
reliable real-time data tunneling through
firewalls and across the internet, wan, or
lan. it allows for easy remote
communications between devices, data
sources, and applications by eliminating
the reliance on microsoft com and dcom
technology. what can be accomplished with
kepware's kepserverex, and the addition of
the opc tunneling, can be expanded with
the ability to add application level
redundancy. this allows users to quickly
and easily establish redundancy, ensuring
reliable communications with critical
assets. in the event of a failure, app level
redundancy allows the duplicate device or
redundant system to take over without
interrupting servicepreventing data loss,
maximizing uptime and increasing the
availability of industrial data. app level
redundancy supported includes: there are
many different ways to implement data
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collection, from one-off solutions to
integrated, enterprise-wide solutions.
however, for us, kepware's kepserverex
was an easy and effective way to deploy a
solution that could be tailored to our
needs. download kepware enhanced opc
dde kepserver v4.500.465: the free open
source software (foss) for connecting and
managing industrial data. kepware’s opc
dde kepserver is a robust solution for
connecting industrial data applications
over your local network. with it you can: ●
connect your industrial applications to
communicate and exchange data with each
other● provide secure and reliable
connectivity to other industrial data
applications and devices● manage and
control the industrial data in a connected
and centralized manner● redirect data to
and from the company’s erp system,
scada, or dcs, or to any other fieldbus, hmi,
or graphical terminal● send and receive
messages to and from an opc compliant
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fieldbus or controller● receive and send
opc requests and respond to them
directly● be notified of changes in opc
data in your data applications and devices
through change notification
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KEPware Enhanced OPC DDE KEPServer V4.500.465

KEPServer is already proven technology
and it is not yet open source. Everyone will

adopt it as soon as they get around the
Kepware Licensing and Compliance
requirements. Else, they will have to

shutdown their business. That's why The
Kepware Development Team must make
their client based software open source

free community version like Android was,
Nokia was, and now Amazon is doing. Only
then, will Kepware's standard will surpass
the competition. And they will attract the

same kind of users the same way the Linux
was born and became the biggest OS ever.
Moreover, the Developers who have been

using Kepware's software for years will
migrate to the latest version as and when
the old version gets deprecated. LANSING,
Michigan, October 4, 2016 /PRNewswire-

FirstCall/ -- Kepware, Inc. today announced
the release of the 2018.1 version of its
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widely used Kepware Enhanced OPC DDE
KEPServer (KepDDE) communication

software. Key enhancements include the
ability to send messages through a

secured, encrypted TCP/IP tunnel, the
addition of a Dynamic Message Locator for
streaming operation, support of the OPC

UA Client and Server APIs and the
development of a new OPC DDE profile for
the data exchanged between KepDDE and
the OPC DDE Data Source. The new release
also includes a number of enhancements,
including: PORTLAND, Maine, October 7,

2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Kepware, a PTC Inc.
business developing industrial connectivity
software, today announced the release of
KepDDE Server 6.2 connectivity software.
The new release is a natural evolution of

Version 6, further strengthening the
industrial connectivity platform's core

server functionalities that support
operational intelligence and the rapid

development and deployment of Industrial
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Internet of Things (IIoT) solutions. Key
updates include an improved OPC Client

driver, expanded Configuration API
capabilities, and new connectivity mapping

features. 5ec8ef588b
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